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What is often called the “First Thanksgiving” was a feast that included English settlers and Native Americans
in 1621. The feast was a celebration of the settlers’ successful harvest, which the Native Americans played a
large role in by teaching the settlers how to successfully grow new kinds of crops. Native American historian
and author Chuck Larsen remembers hearing the story as a child and realizing that the Thanksgiving story
usually does not focus on the story from the perspective of the Wampanoag, the Indians who helped the
Pilgrims. Larsen includes additional details about the Wampanoag in this version of the Thanksgiving story.
Thanksgiving has been celebrated as an official federal holiday since 1873. As you read, take notes on how
the version of Thanksgiving told in this article is different from versions of the first Thanksgiving that you
have heard before.

When the Pilgrims crossed the Atlantic Ocean in
1620,1 they landed on the rocky shores of a
territory that was inhabited2 by the Wampanoag
(Wam-pa NO-ag) Indians. The Wampanoags were
part of the Algonkian-speaking peoples, a large
group that was part of the Woodland Culture
area.3 These Indians lived in villages along the
coast of what is now Massachusetts and Rhode
Island. They lived in round- roofed houses called
wigwams. These were made of poles covered
with flat sheets of elm or birch bark.4 Wigwams
differ in construction from tipis5 that were used
by Indians of the Great Plains.

The Wampanoags moved several times during each year in order to get food. In the spring they would
fish in the rivers for salmon and herring.6 In the planting season they moved to the forest to hunt deer
and other animals. After the end of the hunting season people moved inland where there was greater
protection from the weather. From December to April they lived on food that they stored during the
earlier months.

The basic dress for men was the breechclout, a length of deerskin looped over a belt in back and in
front. Women wore deerskin wrap-around skirts. Deerskin leggings and fur capes made from deer,
beaver, otter, and bearskins gave protection during the colder seasons, and deerskin moccasins7 were
worn on the feet. Both men and women usually braided their hair and a single feather was often worn
in the back of the hair by men. They did not have the large feathered headdresses worn by people in
the Plains Culture area.

[1]

1. In 1620, about 100 men and women from Europe sailed to the Americas aboard a ship called the Mayflower because
they wanted to start a new life where they could practice their religious beliefs freely.

2. Inhabit (verb): to live in
3. a large area referring to what is currently the eastern United States
4. Elm and birch are both types of trees.
5. A tipi is a cone shaped tent made of animal skins traditionally used by Native American people to live in.
6. a type fish of fish found in the Northeastern United States
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There were two language groups of Indians in New England at this time. The Iroquois were neighbors
to the Algonkian-speaking people. Leaders of the Algonquin and Iroquois people were called “sachems”
(SAY-chems). Each village had its own sachem and tribal council. Political power flowed upward from
the people. Any individual, man or woman, could participate, but among the Algonquians more
political power was held by men. Among the Iroquois, however, women held the deciding vote in the
final selection of who would represent the group. Both men and women enforced8 the laws of the
village and helped solve problems. The details of their democratic system were so impressive that
about 150 years later Benjamin Franklin invited the Iroquois to Albany, New York, to explain their
system to a delegation9 who then developed the “Albany Plan of Union.” This document later served as
a model for the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution of the United States.10

These Indians of the Eastern Woodlands called the turtle, the deer and the fish their brothers. They
respected the forest and everything in it as equals. Whenever a hunter made a kill, he was careful to
leave behind some bones or meat as a spiritual offering, to help other animals survive. Not to do so
would be considered greedy. The Wampanoags also treated each other with respect. Any visitor to a
Wampanoag home was provided with a share of whatever food the family had, even if the supply was
low. This same courtesy11 was extended to the Pilgrims when they met.

We can only guess what the Wampanoags must have thought when they first saw the strange ships of
the Pilgrims arriving on their shores. But their custom12 was to help visitors, and they treated the
newcomers with courtesy. It was mainly because of their kindness that the Pilgrims survived at all. The
wheat the Pilgrims had brought with them to plant would not grow in the rocky soil. They needed to
learn new ways for a new world, and the man who came to help them was called “Tisquantum” (Tis-
SKWAN-tum) or “Squanto” (SKWAN-toe).

Squanto was originally from the village of Patuxet (Pa TUK et) and a member of the Pokanokit
Wampanoag nation. Patuxet once stood on the exact site where the Pilgrims built Plymouth. In 1605,
fifteen years before the Pilgrims came, Squanto went to England with a friendly English explorer
named John Weymouth. He had many adventures and learned to speak English. Squanto came back to
New England with Captain Weymouth. Later Squanto was captured by a British slaver who raided the
village and sold Squanto to the Spanish in the Caribbean Islands. A Spanish Franciscan priest
befriended Squanto and helped him to get to Spain and later on a ship to England. Squanto then found
Captain Weymouth, who paid his way back to his homeland. In England Squanto met Samoset of the
Wabanake (Wab-NAH-key) Tribe, who had also left his native home with an English explorer. They both
returned together to Patuxet in 1620. When they arrived, the village was deserted13 and there were
skeletons everywhere. Everyone in the village had died from an illness the English slavers had left
behind. Squanto and Samoset went to stay with a neighboring village of Wampanoags.

[5]

7. A moccasin is a flat shoe, traditionally made of animal skin and worn by Native Americans.
8. Enforce (verb): to make sure rules and laws are followed
9. a group of people chosen to vote and represent others

10. The Articles of Confederation was the document that organized United States government after the American
Revolutionary War. Some leaders thought the United States could be organized even better, and wrote the
Constitution of the United States, which replaced the Articles of Confederation.

11. Courtesy (noun): polite and kind behavior
12. Custom (noun): a tradition or practice that is specific to group, place, or society
13. Desert (verb): to abandon or leave
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One year later, in the spring, Squanto and Samoset were hunting along the beach near Patuxet. They
were startled to see people from England in their deserted village. For several days, they stayed nearby
observing the newcomers. Finally they decided to approach them. Samoset walked into the village and
said “Welcome,” Squanto soon joined him. The Pilgrims were very surprised to meet two Indians who
spoke English.

The Pilgrims were not in good condition. They were living in dirt-covered shelters, there was a shortage
of food, and nearly half of them had died during the winter. They obviously needed help and the two
men were a welcome sight. Squanto, who probably knew more English than any other Indian in North
America at that time, decided to stay with the Pilgrims for the next few months and teach them how to
survive in this new place. He brought them deer meat and beaver skins. He taught them how to
cultivate corn and other new vegetables and how to build Indian-style houses. He pointed out
poisonous plants and showed how other plants could be used as medicine. He explained how to dig
and cook clams, how to get sap from the maple trees, use fish for fertilizer,14 and dozens of other skills
needed for their survival.

By the time fall arrived things were going much better for the Pilgrims, thanks to the help they had
received. The corn they planted had grown well. There was enough food to last the winter. They were
living comfortably in their Indian-style wigwams and had also managed to build one European-style
building out of squared logs. This was their church. They were now in better health, and they knew
more about surviving in this new land. The Pilgrims decided to have a thanksgiving feast to celebrate
their good fortune. They had observed thanksgiving feasts in November as religious obligations15 in
England for many years before coming to the New World.

The Algonkian tribes held six thanksgiving festivals during the year. The beginning of the Algonkian
year was marked by the Maple Dance, which gave thanks to the Creator for the maple tree and its
syrup. This ceremony16 occurred when the weather was warm enough for the sap to run in the maple
trees, sometimes as early as February. Second was the planting feast, where the seeds were blessed.
The strawberry festival was next, celebrating the first fruits of the season. Summer brought the green
corn festival to give thanks for the ripening corn. In late fall, the harvest festival gave thanks for the
food they had grown. Mid-winter was the last ceremony of the old year. When the Indians sat down to
the “first Thanksgiving” with the Pilgrims, it was really the fifth thanksgiving of the year for them!

Captain Miles Standish, the leader of the Pilgrims, invited Squanto, Samoset, Massasoit (the leader of
the Wampanoags), and their immediate families to join them for a celebration, but they had no idea
how big Indian families could be. As the Thanksgiving feast began, the Pilgrims were overwhelmed at
the large turnout of ninety relatives that Squanto and Samoset brought with them. The Pilgrims were
not prepared to feed a gathering of people that large for three days. Seeing this, Massasoit gave orders
to his men within the first hour of his arrival to go home and get more food. Thus it happened that the
Indians supplied the majority of the food: Five deer, many wild turkeys, fish, beans, squash, corn soup,
corn bread, and berries. Captain Standish sat at one end of a long table and the Clan Chief Massasoit
sat at the other end. For the first time the Wampanoag people were sitting at a table to eat instead of
on mats or furs spread on the ground. The Indian women sat together with the Indian men to eat. The
Pilgrim women, however, stood quietly behind the table and waited until after their men had eaten,
since that was their custom.

[10]

14. “Fertilizer” is a material added to soil to make plants grow faster and healthier.
15. Obligation (noun): something that one feels morally or legally bound to do
16. Ceremony (noun): an event for a special occasion, usually performed with traditional steps
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For three days the Wampanoags feasted with the Pilgrims. It was a special time of friendship between
two very different groups of people. A peace and friendship agreement was made between Massasoit
and Miles Standish giving the Pilgrims the clearing in the forest where the old Patuxet village once
stood to build their new town of Plymouth.

It would be very good to say that this friendship lasted a long time; but, unfortunately, that was not to
be. More English people came to America, and they were not in need of help from the Indians as were
the original Pilgrims. Many of the newcomers forgot the help the Indians had given them. Mistrust
started to grow and the friendship weakened. The Pilgrims started telling their Indian neighbors that
their Indian religion and Indian customs were wrong. The Pilgrims displayed an intolerance17 toward
the Indian religion similar to the intolerance displayed toward the less popular religions in Europe.18

The relationship deteriorated19 and within a few years the children of the people who ate together at
the first Thanksgiving were killing one another in what came to be called King Phillip’s War.20

It is sad to think that this happened, but it is important to understand all of the story and not just the
happy part. Today the town of Plymouth Rock has a Thanksgiving ceremony each year in remembrance
of the first Thanksgiving. There are still Wampanoag people living in Massachusetts. In 1970, they
asked one of them to speak at the ceremony to mark the 350th anniversary of the Pilgrim’s arrival.
Here is part of what was said:

“Today is a time of celebrating for you — a time of looking back to the first days of white people in
America. But it is not a time of celebrating for me. It is with a heavy heart that I look back upon what
happened to my People. When the Pilgrims arrived, we, the Wampanoags, welcomed them with open
arms, little knowing that it was the beginning of the end. That before 50 years were to pass, the
Wampanoag would no longer be a tribe. That we and other Indians living near the settlers would be
killed by their guns or dead from diseases that we caught from them. Let us always remember, the
Indian is and was just as human as the white people.

“Although our way of life is almost gone, we, the Wampanoags, still walk the lands of Massachusetts.
What has happened cannot be changed. But today we work toward a better America, a more Indian
America where people and nature once again are important.”

[15]

17. Intolerance (noun): unwillingness to accept views, beliefs, or behavior that differ from one's own
18. Religions in Europe that were not accepted by the government were often forbidden. Many of the pilgrims came to

America in 1620 in order to escape religious intolerance in Europe.
19. Deteriorate (verb): to become worse over time
20. King Philip’s War (1675-1678) was fought between European settlers and various Native American tribes over the

control of land in what is now the northeastern United States.
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. According to the text, what is the relationship between the Iroquois democratic system and
the Constitution of the United States?

A. The Iroquois democratic system was based on the U.S. Constitution.
B. The U.S. Constitution rejected the the Iroquois democratic system.
C. The U.S. Constitution was influenced by the Iroquois democratic system.
D. Representatives from the Iroquois democratic system wrote part of the U.S.

Constitution.

2. How do paragraphs 7-8 contribute to the development of ideas in the text?
A. It explains how Squanto learned English to reveal one of the reasons why

Squanto was able to be so helpful to the Pilgrims.
B. It shows that Squanto learned English by helping the pilgrims prepare for the

Thanksgiving feast.
C. It demonstrates that without the Iroquois democratic system, Squanto would

not have been able to assist the pilgrims.
D. It tells the story of how Squanto learned English to reveal why so many of the

English settlers died from an illness.

3. How does the following excerpt from paragraph 9 contribute to the author’s version of the
Thanksgiving story?: “The Pilgrims were not in good condition. They were living in dirt-
covered shelters, there was a shortage of food, and nearly half of them had died in the
winter”?

A. It reminds the reader that the American frontier was a dangerous place,
especially during the winter.

B. It demonstrates why the Pilgrims needed help from Squanto.
C. It reveals that the Pilgrims needed to learn more about the poisonous plants in

the area.
D. It shows that if the Pilgrims had worked harder they would not have needed

Squanto’s help.

4. PART A: Which of following statements best summarizes the author’s main purpose?
A. The author’s purpose is to explain the fascinating history and culture of the

Wampanoags.
B. The author’s purpose is to share a story of Thanksgiving with key details about

the Indians that are often left out of history.
C. The author’s purpose is to convince the reader that Pilgrims were responsible

for the death of many of the Wampanoag.
D. The author’s main purpose is to explain that telling the old Thanksgiving story is

wrong, because the Pilgrims actually had many Thanksgivings each year.
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5. PART B: Which of the phrases from the text best support the answer to Part A?
A. “When the Indians sat down to the ‘First Thanksgiving’ with the Pilgrims, it was

really the fifth thanksgiving of the year for them!” (Paragraph 11)
B. “It is important to understand all of the story and not just the happy part.”

(Paragraph 15)
C. “When the Pilgrims arrived, we, the Wampanoags, welcomed them with open

arms.” (Paragraph 16)
D. “Although our way of life is almost gone, we the Wampanoags, still walk the

lands of Massachusetts.” (Paragraph 17)

6. How does the phrase, “the relationship deteriorated and within a few years the children of
the people who ate together at the first Thanksgiving were killing one another” (Paragraph
14) contribute to the author's purpose in the text?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. The story of Thanksgiving is often told as a tale of Pilgrims and Indians joyfully coming
together and sharing a feast. What details to the Thanksgiving story does this article add?
How do those additional details change your understanding of the Thanksgiving story?

2. Why do you think Larsen’s version of the story, which includes considerably more
information about the Wampanoag, is not told very often?

3. Squanto became famous for the role he played in bringing two very different cultures
together. Why do you think these two very different cultures were not able to continue to
cooperate like they did during the “First Thanksgiving”? What are ways that we can bring
together people from different cultures today?

4. In the context of this article, how has America changed over time? Cite evidence from this
text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.
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